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WORD

Most, if not all, teacher pre aration programs offer some form, of field
experience for their students, but these field programs are not achieVing
their.potential. That is John Mc ntyrOs 'conclusion following a thorough

, review of the literature discussi g the influence, the participants, and the
structureof field programs.

In brief summary, field expi rienoes in teacher education are threatened
by 7the lack of commitment by higher education, the low status of Clinical'
faculty, the lack of objective evaluation criteria, the loss of control to
teacher unions and scateJegis atures, and the lack of relationship between
field work and campns-courses." If these threats are to be chAllenged, then
teacher educators must act. n.addition to 11 recotmendations'for improving
field programS, Dr. Mcfntkre hap appended descriptions of exemplary field'
experience programs to prOvi e specific guidance.

The Clearinghouse ackn wledges with appreciation the superior" work of
Dr. McIn'tyre, an associate Aprofessor And coordinator of the student teaching
centerat Southern IllinoiSZniversity-Caebondale, in producing this ERIC
information analysis product. Thanks-also go to the,three Content revieWers,
who shall remain anonymous, for their' contributions to the draft manuscriOt.

The ClearinghCuse i pleaSed also to copubli-Sh-this-monograph-with the
.

Foundation for Excellenc in Teacher Education. Created in November 1982, the
Foundation offers this rionograph as its premier publication recognizin&
excellence in prOfessio al.scholarship.

SHARON-GIVENS
Editor, ERIC Clearinghouse
on Teachdr-Education
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ABOUT ERIC

-

ERIC, the Educational Resources Information Center, is a nationwide
dissemination system Of the National Institute of' Education, U.S. Department
of Education. Through a network of 16 Clearinghouses, ERIC collects,
evaluates, abstracts, and indexes all kinds' of educational literature, much of
which is unavailable from other sources. Document literature'includes project'
reports, conference speeches, 'curricular guides, instructional materials, and,
nany other nonjournal articles: ERIC also indexes more than 700 educational

journals. For information about EAIC, readers should consult the monthly ERIC
.peniodicals, Resources in Education (RIE) or Current Index to Journals in

Eduoation (CUE). These.may be found at-many college and university libraries
along with the ERIC microfiche collection of documents.

Readers are invited and encouraged to comment on this monograph and to
submit related documents to the Clearinghouse for possible inclusion in the
ERIC system. For information, write the Senior Information Analyst, ERIC
-Clearinghouse on Teacher Education, One 'Dupont Circle, Suite 610 Washington,

DC 20036, or call (202) 293-2450. ,
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THE FOUNDATION FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHER.EDUCAtION

The Foundation for Excellence in Teacher Educatiop (FETE) is dedicated to
the advancement of teacher education.

In creating the Foundation, the Board of Directors of the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education recognizes the education
professions conmitment to preparing effective teachers and its_conviction
that excellent teaching makes a difference in the nation's schools. As a
national forum established in November 1982 exclusively for and by teacher
educators,4FETE is charged with developing, implementing, and disseminating
knowledge about teacher education. The Foundation will execute its charge as
follows.

o FETE will finance interns and scholars-in-residence whose research and
' development projects will add valid, reliable information to the

knowledge base for teacher eduCation.

o FETE will fund training and technical assistance programs for schools,
colleges, and departmentb of education. -

o FETE will publlah scholarly-works that foster communication among
teacher educators and their various publics.

The Foundation for Excellence in Teacher Education is a publicly
supported, charitable, educational organization. For information about
Foundation activities or to make a tax-deductible contribution, write to the
Foundation at One Dupont Circle, Suite 610, Washington, DC 20036,,or call
(202) 293-2450.
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The Field Experience: An Introduction

Field experience is probably the most praised, most criticiZed, most
entrenched, most debated but certainly least understood part,of preservice
teacher education. In general, field experience is designedas

a continuous exploration and examination of educational
possibilities in particular settings under varying conditions. It
is not a static exercise in the demonstration of established
productive curricular plans and imaginative teaching strategies
through,studied experimentation, coordinated analytical assessment
and the consideration of alternative approaches. Curriculum
development and instructional experimentation must be the matrix in
which teacher education takes place if each new generation of
teachers is to be innovative in its time. The scholarly study and
practice Of teaChing by definition has to be an open-ended process
of continuing discovery for everyone involved in the education of a
teacher. association of Teacher Educators 1973, pp.-1-2)

For the past decade, two conflicting views haye dominated Aebate on the
malue of field experiences. On one hand, some teachers regard field
experiences as the,most valuable part of their training, dismissing methods
courses as irrelevapt theory (NosOw 1975; Appleberry 1976; Haring and Nelson
1980). On the other hand, critics view field'experience as merely a vehicle
for gocializing the,updergraduate into a traditional teaching role in an
existing institution-(Friedenberg 1973; Lortie 1975). Zeichner (1979) _

supported the notion that field experiences are neither all -good hor all bad;
they entail complicated positive and negative consequenCes for both Students
and institutions.

This document investigates the complicated nature of the field
experience. SeMeral questions serMe as points for study: What are the
positive and negative results of field experiences? How do these experiences
influence a teacher trainee? Do field experiences contribute positively to
the training of competent teachers? Can modifications be made within the
,field experience component to produce general improvement in preservice
teacher education programs?

'Briefly, the areas of field experience to be discussed include the
influences of field experiences on the attitudes and behavior of preservice
students, the role of clinical faculty, the structure of field programs and
models, evaluation of student performance during field experience, and
assessment of the success of field experiences. This monograph seeks to
provide comprehensive analysis of field experiences in teacher education to
enhance understanding of field experience within the educational community and
provide a basis for the recommendations offered in the last section.

9
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.The Influence of Field Experience

James B. Conant (1963) described field ekperience as the most important
element in,professional education. Apparently, teacher educators agreed
because field experience in some form is included now in most, if not all,
teacher-preparation programs. 'In the 1960s and early 170s, field experience
was synonymous with student or practice teaching. Today, however, student
teaching is but one segment of the field experience component. Currently,
preservice teachers are sent into elementary and secondary classrooms earlier
in their preparation and for extended periods. In several states, notably
Illinois and Ohio, certification requirements have been revised to increase
the number of hours preservice teaOhers spend ih K-12,classrooms prior to
student teaching.

Despite this apparent acceptance, ti:e fteld experience component has its
disparagers. Henry, (1976) cautioned that the value of field experience siiould
be questioned so that the component will be analyzed and modified as'
necessary. Salzillo and Van Fleet *(1977) claimed that field experience is the
largest unvalidated segment Of professional teacher education. If they were
correct, then the role of field experience in a preservice prograth and the
coneribution of.field experiences toward connecting theory and practice must
be examined as Henry recommended.

The first matter requiring analysis is the influence of field experiences
on the attitudes, behavior, and performance of preservice teachers as they
mature from student to teacher. An important dimension of this inFluence is
the relationship among the three people who comprise the field experience
triad7-the student, the,university supervisor,and the cooperating teacher.

Stages of Student Teaching

A student in a preservice teacher preparation program moves through
stages in the same sense that a "person matures from infancy to old age. The
two studies cited here examined student,teaching only, but one may hypothesize
that the phases described apply to other field experiences.

Caruso (1977) concluded that student teachers pass through six phases
during student teaching. Phase one (Anxiety/Euphoria) is an uneasy period
when students prepare to leave the college campus for the school classroom.
In phase two (Confusion/Clarity), students begin to form cohesive notions
about teaching, although their perceptions of the classroom and of themselves
as teachers remain narrow. Phase three (Competence/Inadequacy) involves a
fragile equilibrium between students' feelipgs of competence and inadequacy.
The cooperating teachei, and the university supervisor play vital roles during
this phase in buildini students' confidence. In phase four
(Criticism/Awareness), students devOte greater thought to children and



professional issues. Concerna aboutsurvivai in teaching fade in phase five
(More Confidence/Greater Inadequacy); although troubled by an inability to
meet high personal standards, students seek greater responsibility and
independence. In the final phase (Loss/Relief), students express both regret
upon leaving their pupils and relief at_haNacng made it.

Sacks and Harrington (1982) also identified.six stages of development
from student to teacher, several of Which recall Caruso's stages. -Stage one
(Anticipation). occurs before the student teacher begins work in the classroom
and is characterized by 'eagerness, excitement, and nervous anxiety. The
student often seeks support and reassurance from the university supervisor.
During stage two (Entry), the student is excited to beg'n the experience but
worried that the challenge is too great. Often, the student relies oi
teacher-like behaviors learned from others and feels satisfied simPly to get
through each lesson. Stage throe (Orientation) tinds the student feeling
inadequate and incompetent, painfully aware of the complexity-of teaching. As

a result of their preoccupatiea_Oth personal stnuggles, stage-three student
teachers tend to view pupilsas'a large, monolithic group. More time is spent
in stage four (Trial and Error) than in any other as the student teacher
struggles to find the "f,ight" way to teach, to manage pupils, to assert power
in the classroom, and to grow into an independent, autonomous teacher. In

stage five (Integration/Consolidation),,students experience effectiveness more
consistently and begin to concentrate on the needs of pupils rather than on
personal needs. Few students attain stage six (Mastery), though many glimpse .

it. This stage indicateS an understanding of self as person and teacher, an
awareness of strengths and weaknesses, and a recognition that there are many
ways to reach the goal of effective teaching.

The preservice.teacher experiences many emotional peaks and valleys
during field experiences.' Conflict and stress accompany most of the phases,
and people encountered during this period--cooperating teachers, university
supervisors, and pupils--often trigger upheaval. .The student teacher attempts
to please these people while undergoing evaluation by two of them, the
,cooperating teacher and the university supervisor. Further, the strain of
learning to teach in an institution.with established guidelines and both
social and professional norms can erode students' Confidence, attitude,
behavior, and performance. Thus, it is important to understand how the people
and the experience itself affect the preservice teacher.

The Role of Interpersonal-Relationships

Most research on interpersonal relationships developed during field
experience has concentrated on student teaching. Traditionally, a triad forms
involving the student teacher, cooperating teacher, and university sUpervisor.
,As Yee (1967) reported, thetriadic relationship'can lead to tension,
especially if the cooperating teacher and university supervisor make
conflicting demands on, or hold conflicting expectations of, the.student
teacher. 'A Commonly accepted reason for such conflicts, as stated by Vickery
and Brown (1,967), is that the ducatiOnal phllosophy of the typical university
supeiwisor is liberal; that of the typical cooperating teacher conservative.
These ponflicting philosophies, then, may result in.tensions within'the triad.
Peterson (1977) discovered that the student anticipates philosophical
confrontations between university and school faculty-prior to
student teaching.

A
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Cooperating teacher. Much of the research on he student-teaching-triad
examines the cooperating teacher's influence on the student teacher. This is
not surprising: Many teachers view their, cooperating teachers as having had
the most significant.influence on their student-teaching experience (Karmos
and Jacko.1977; Manning 1977). Apparently,'this influenCe shapes students'
attitudes and behavior, but has questionable effect on performance.

Studies-by Dunham (1958), Price (1961), and Johnson (1969) indicated
that, as the profesSional semester progrestes, the attitude's of student '

.teachers incline,toward those of their cooperating teachers. More
specifically,. Mahan and Lacefield (1976) found that cooperating teachers hold
powerful influence over student teachers.' attitudes about schooling. Where =
disparities existed between student teachers and their cooperating teachers,
the former tendO to adjust their values toward those of the latter.

Other studies suggeat that such merging of attitudes depends on
perSonalitY characteristics'of the student and cooperating'teacher. The
Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI), designed to assess a teacher's
attitude.toward pupils, was Used in much of the research on attitudes. Coss
(1959).and Scott and Brinkley (1960) provided evidence that student teachers ,

who worked with cooperating teachers posseasing attitudes initially lower than
.their own showedeither retardation in attitudinal growth or no growth at all.
Perrodin (1961) reported that student teachers recordin the highest gains on
the MTAI were supervised by cooperating teachers who had completed a special
program in supervision.

In a more.'recent study,,James, Etheridge, and Bryant (1982) warned that '

although student teachers' beliefs about discipline tend to Merge toward those
oT their cooperating teachers, the data,are inconclusive as to the influence
of the cooperating teachers,on this shift. It may be, as Zeichner (1979)

suggested; that the shifting of student teachers' attitudes toward those of
the cooperating teacher is but.a general phenomenon: Some student teachers dO
not adopt the beliefs of their cooperating teachers.

Another area of research examines the cooperating teacher's influence on
the student teacher's actual eeaching performance. Price's (1961) data on the
performance Of cooperating teachers and student teachers indicated that
stddent.teachers adopt many of the'practices of the cooperating teacher.
Studies by Joyce and Seperson (1973) and Zevin. (1974) concluded that student
'teachers make significant movement toward the classrooM style displayed by
theircooPerating teachers. However, other evidence contradicts these views.

The notion'that-000perating teachers are the major influence on students'
acquisition of teaching skills is suspect. First, JOyce and Seperson's (1973)
study revealed that a,cooperating teacher's influence is strong for only the
first few weeks of student teaching. Second, McIntyre, Buell, and Casey
,(1979).reported that student teachers do not model the verbal behavior of
"their cooperating teachers. Third, Copeland's (1977) study suggested that the
major influence on a student teacher's acquisition of skills-"is not the
cooperating.teacher, but the ecology of the,school. The pupils, the physioal
environment, the curriculum, the:community, and many other variablesSupport
and promote a student teacher's-performance. Thus; it may be that cooperating
,teachers affect only certain practices or,variables, z-",t all.

University supervisor. Of the three members of the studebt'eaching
triad, the university supervisor has been criticized most often fox not
fulfilling the role of instructional leader (Diamonti 1977). Several studies
reported. that university supervisors have little identifiable effect on
studentTteachers' attitudes and behavior (Sandgren and Schmidt 1956; Schueler,

12



'Gold, and Mitzel 196).. Morris's (1974) study clearly'illustrated this point:
Ninety-six student teachers were divided into a control group placed with both
a cooperating teacher and a university supervisor, and an experimental group
placed only with a cooperating teacher. Morris found no statistically
significant difference between the classroom performance of student teachers
who received supervision from the university supervisor and the classroom
performance of those who did dot, as recorded on final evaluations of their
.student-teaching performance. Also,. no significant difference was found
between the adjustment of student teachers who received supervision from the
university supervisor and the adjustment of those who did not.

. On the other hand, some data suggest that-the University supervisor does,
influence the student teacher. A questionnaire administered to experienced
teachers by Bennie (1964) disclosed that university supervisors improve
student-teacher performance. Friebus (1977) found that university supervisors,
play an important role as "'coaches," providing suggestions and ideas about
specific teaching problems. Zimpher, deVoss, and Nott (1980) reported that
cooperating teachers in general do not review students' work critically and
that without university supervisors, students would receive no criticism.
This study also reported that the chief activities of the university
supervisor were defining and communicating the program's expectations of the
student and cooperating teacher, phasing the'student into the classroom's
activity, and providing evaluation and constructive criticism. Fink (1976)
also had noted cooPerating teachers' tendency to write positive evaluations of
student teachers, even when the cooperating teacher had spent little time
observing the student. Corrigan and Qriswold (1963) found that student
teachers working with certain supervisors Oonsistently4became more positive in
their attitudeb,toward teaching, schools, and childrenteStudents with these
positive attitude changes perceived their university supervisors.as
influencing these changes. Although findings of research on university
supervisors are not as clear as those on cooperating teachers, one.may
reasonably infer that the supervisor has some influence on the student
'teacher, but that methods.employed to define that influence have been
inappropriate. In thiS regard, Zeichner (1978) urged.that research on field
eicpei-ience employ the study methods of sociology and anthropology.

,To summarize, data concerning the interpersonal relationships within
,field exPeriences, especially student teaching, are inconclusive. Some data
indicate that the cooperating teacher exerts.significantly more influence on
the student teacher's attitudes and behavior than does the university
supervisor; other data indicate that the university supervisor has
signifipantly more effect.on the student teacher's performance. It may be
that while the cooperating teacher influences the student's attitude and
teaching style, the university supervisor refines that style. However, data
also suggest that'teachers' and supervisors' degree of influence on students
may depend more on the the personalities of those in,the triad than on their
designated roles." The Characteristlidb of the setting in which student
teaching takes place may also influence the student teacher's acquisition of
Skills: More sophisticated research is needed-to improve understanding of the
interpersonal dynamics of field expsriences. For example, McIntyre and Norris
(1980) suggested that future studies might adopt a,trait-treatment interaction
design,_examining characteristics of university supervisors, cooperating
teachers, and student teachers to .determine which traits most influence
student teachers. Other variables that invite examination include the
principal, community, pupils, and parents.

13



Preservice student. A major flaw of research in teacher education is the
lack of data concerning preservice students' influence on the field
experience. To date, researchers have focused mainly on the many variables,
such as teachers, professors, the public school, or the university, that
affect the student. Thus, it is difficult to assess the influence, if any, of
the preservice student or the role he or she assumes in the classroom.

However, in-a study of the classroom envirbnment, McIntyre, Copenhaver,
Jacko, and O'Bryan (1982) found that pupils perceived student teachers to
establish a less positive classroom environment than that established by
cooperating teachers. In the student teacher's classroom, the pupils
perceived themselves as less likely to succeed, to persist in overcoming
obstacles, to respect authority, to think objectively, and to encounter
practical applications of a subject or skill than in the cooperating teacher's
classroom. However, although the perceived classroom environment of the
student teacher is less positive than that of the regular teacher,-the
environment scores for both kinds of teacher were positive.

Tabachnick, Popkewitz, and Zeichner (1979-80) examined student teachers'
activity in the classroom. They discovered that student teachers were
involved in a narrow range of classroom activities, over which they had little
control. Their teaching was routine and mechanical, and became equated with
moving children through prescribed lessons in a given period of time.
Further, student teachers' interactions with children were brief and
impersonal, usually related to the task at hand. Their interadtions with
'cooperating teachers revealed conscious avoidance of conflict and substantive
discuSsion. Students' low status, punctuated by the institutional press to
move children through prescribed lessons'on time and in an orderly mannerl
prevented serious reflection upon performance.

Clearly, dore research is necessary for a better understanding of the
influence and role of preservice students during field experience. The
'remainder of this section examines the influences of the field experience on
the student.

Attitude Changes

In addition to examining the complexities .of the triad, it is important
to investigate the changes that occur in preservice teachers' attitudes during
field experience. .This research reveals a more-consistent pattern.

In general, students' attitudes seem to become more custodial and
negative during field experience. Villeme and Hall (1975) reported a general
decrease in attitude scores, as measured by MTAI, at the end of student
teaching. More specifically, Dutton (1962), Alper and Retish (1972), and
Dispotó (1980) found that preservice students' attitudes toward children
declined significantly as they progressed through field experiences and that
their attitudes merged toward those of the cooperating teacher. In addition,
Henry and Salad (1977) discovered that student teactiers seemed to associate
poor teaching with teachers whose classrooms were child-centered as opOosed to
subject-centered. However, one could interpret declining attitudes of
preservice students toward children as a growing realism born of experience.

Offier attitudes also appear to change during field experiences. For
example, Alper and Retish (1972) and Dispoto (1980) found that preservice
teachers' attitudes toward teaching and school became less favorable after
student. teaching. Jacobs (1968) reported that student teachers adopt more
rigid, custodial attitudes toward teaching. Wilbur and Gooding (1977).

14



indicated that students become more concealing, and-less willing to share with
their peers.

Field experience also seems to influence students' attitudes toward
classroom management and organization. Studies by Hoy (1967, 1968, 1969),
Fink (1976), Wilburand Gooding (1977), and Williamson and Campbell (1978)
found that as preservice students progress through student teaching, ideas
about classroom discipline become more custodial and more focused on pupil
control. Iannacone (1963) and Iannacone and Button (1964) described
preservice students as increasinglY committed to finishing lessons on time
rather than.to demonstrating concern for pupils.

More recent data dispute these studies of student teachers' attitudes
toward management and organization. Copenhaver, McIntyre, and Norris (1981)
and Sacks and Harrington (1982) reported that at the conclusion of the field
experience, students express more concern for the emotiOnal.needs of their
pupils than for classroom control. Zeichner (1978) also disputed the
likelihood of movement toward a custodial attitude in all field.experience
settings. He stated that situational variable--classroom and school
environment, cooperating teachers' attitudes, curriculum, etc.--have a great
impact on the ideology adopted by the student. Further, it is possible, ,as
Burden (1982) suggested,.that natural developmental phases.exist for anyone
progressing from the role of student to that of teacher and the responsibility
that teaching entails.

Again, it is important to note the lack of research on preservice
teachers' changes in behavior during field experience. .The fact that
attitudes change does not mean that teaching behavior undergoes corresponding
changes. Research on teaching behavior must involve classroom observation,
not self-report instruments. Historically, researchers have ignored the
relationship between the various aspects of field experience and the
subsequent behavior of teachers. Future studies must focus on this
relationship if meaningful reform of field experiences is to occur.

Socialization Process

The data presentedabov constitute much of the evidence offered by those
:who criticize field experience as merely a means,of socializing the preservice
student into the established beliefs and practices of elementary and secondary
schools, thus inhibiting the development of innovative, reflective, and
competent teachers (Friedenberg 1973; Lortie 1975; Salzillo and Van Fleet
1977; Schoenrock 1980). Field experiences, these critics argue, serve
covertly to socialize preservice students into accepted institutional rol s
and minimize opportunities for students td examine how schools operate r to
understand the social role of schools and schooling. If this is.true, and
research as noted lends credence to the notion, then teacher education must
question the value of the current practice of field experience. ,

In any examination, the following points should be considered. First, it
is not the intent of teacher training programs to produce mere clones of
cooperating teachers or to foster less-than-favorable attitudes toward
teaching, children, and school. Second, with field experiences being
introduced earlier in the preservice program, students adopt the schools'
philosophies and attitudes earlier in their training, rejecting notions
inculcated by uniiersity teacher education programs. Theories and methods
taught in university courses may lose credibility as students gain field
experience. For example, if a student's reading methods course ignores the
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teaching of phonics but the student discovers that phonics is the established
method in the School) the credibility of that methods course, and campus
training in general, tarnishes.

Recent research posits serious doubts about the social-puppet view of
teacher socialization. This view, typically supported by previously cited
data, portrays the preserfdce teacher as a pass-ive-entity-who-unquestioningly
absorbs school attitudes and behaviors. Zeichner (1980) and Egan (1982) both,
proposed another view: Despite social constraints, ,students exert Some
control over the direction of the socialization process. In Zeichner and
Egad's studies, some students, although a Minority, resisted the dominant
beliefs and practices encountered in field experience settings and did not
become more conservative and rigid. Roberts and Blankenship (1970) described
the socialization process as complex, the result_of the interaction of many
factors. For example, the merging of studept,and cooperating-teacher ,

attitudes may depend both on the student teacher's perception of the'
pupil-control ideology of the cooperating teacher and on the degree of
difference between the pupil-control ideologies of the student.and the
teacher. Lacey (1977) suggested that as students proceed through student
teaching, they continually, cempare their past experiences to the social
structure of the classroom and school. Thus, Lacey concluded, student
teachers play ari active role in determining the direction of socialization
efforts. Zeichner (1980) suggested that tbe existence of these "resistors"
indicateS that socialization may involve contradictidn as well as imitation.
Further, Lortie (1975) stated that teaCher soCialization is largely completed
before formal training. As a result, a diversity of perspectives does emerge
fromfield.experiences. Egan (1982) pointed out that students' perspectives
on teaching appear to-be clarified,hy'experiences and their interpretation of
these experiences. 'Thus, the once'uniVersally held beliefs that field
experiences mold'preservice students abcording to existing institutional norms
add hamper teacher education programs bk negating their influence on future
teachers are being challenged as too simplistic.

One such challenge emerged from the.work of Zeichner and Tabachnick
(1981), who stated that one can no longer assume that universities liberalize
students Or that schools alone-Create undesirable teaching perspectives.
Zeichner and Tabachnik urgecrTesearchers in teacher education to turn their
attention to closer and more ,subtle analysis of the impact of university
courses, symbols, proCedures, and rituals.upon the professional perspectives
of teacher'trainees. Failure to scrutinize university practices as they
evolve legitimates those practices. If universities hope to prepare
progressive teachers, Zeichner and Tabachnick stressed, they must first
reflect more on their own endeavors.

Future research also ,Must focus on the student's assimilation of varied
contextual experiences. 'Zeichner (1980) argued that if research on teacher
socialization is to illuminate this process, it must capture the complicated
nuances involved in the proCess of becoming a teacher. Longitudinal studies
that follow the neophyte from the start of formal training through early
teaching would be especially useful. Such studies wouid-aid in discovering
why certain students canna or will not resist socialization. In addition, we
must learn whether the influences of field experiences in general and
cooperating teachers spedifically are as pervasive and as negative as
suggested by some studies. -

Schoenrock (1980) snd Zeichner (1981) suggested the adoption of an
"inquiry-oriented" or reflective apploach to field experience as a means of
resisting the uridealr'ableeffects of socialization. The reflective approach,
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discussed in more detail later, attempts to train students not only to teach,
but also to analyze their teaching in relation to the educational and social
contexts in which teaching takes place. Zeichner described this as an
"attempt to prepare teachers who not only have the skills to do, but also the
skills to analyze what they are doing and the habit of mind to do so" (p. 12).
Interestingly, Friedenberg (1973) had stated that few would question the value
of field experience if students were evaluated on their ability to reflect
upon educational processes.

In summary, preservice students' attitudes are influenced in many complex
ways. Research suggests that a student progressing through field experience
probably develops less favorable attitudes toward teaching, children, and
school, and becomes more custodial in teaching practice. Does this mean that
teacher education should abandon-field experiences?. Is not some movement from
idealism to realism natural dui.ing field experience? Why do some students
conform to public school norms while others do notZ--Perha.- e recent trend
toward longitudinal studies, which examine the interaction between individual
and institution before and during fieldexperience, will improve our
understanding of the influence of field experiences on the,student
(Tabachnick, Zeichner, Densmore, Adler, and Egan 1982). To be sure, the
notion that preservice students passively absorb institutional doctrine lies
open to question.

IT the interaction between students and those people encountered.during
field experience determines whether and how Students become socialized, then
it id important to understand the roles prescribed for the cooperating teacher
and university supervisor. The following section examines the role of
clinical faculty and their effect on teacher education and field experience.

NA
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The Role of Clinical Faculty

As a result of Conant's (1963) urging that the role Of the student
teacher's supervisor'be modeled after that of the clinical professor in
medical schools, the clinical professorship began to surface in the dialogue
of teacher education. Bennie (1978) called the creation of the university
supervisor as a college professional A-milestone in the development of field
experiences. However, the role, function, and status of clinical faculty have
been in constant flux since the inception of field experiences. Kazlov's
(1976) national survey of clinical professorships revealed little agreement on

"the role of clinical faculty.. In fact, many institution6 use the term for any
college member assigned to supervise field experiences (Warner et al. 1976).
This section examines the role, function, and status of teacher educators
assigned to supervise student teachers.

Models of the Classroom Teacher Educaior

Research by.Kazlov (1976) and Warner et al. (1976) pointed out that
universities use a yariety of models to engage teacher eduqators in field
experiences. MacNaughton, Johns, and Rogus (1978) described the following
five models and the accompanying roles of the university supervisor and
cooperating teacher.

Traditional. In this model, the cooperating teacher serves only
occasionally in the teacher training process. The university supervisor
consults with the cooperating teacher and obse'rves and evaluates the student
teacher. The superVisor makes little attempt to establish a relationship with
the elementary or secondary school.

Modified traditional. This model resembles the traditional model except
that the cooperating teacher frequently supervises either a student teacher or
a pre-student teacher. The model often involves the grouping of student
teachers in a school district under the guidance of one university supervisor.
The supervisor is more of a cocirdinator, laith greater opportunity to observe
students.- This usually increases communication between campus and field. As
a result, the university supervisor becomes involved in inservice and staff
development within the'district.

Clinical professor. In this model, the university supervisor or clinical
rofessor's sole responsibility is to the field experience program. Also, the

cooperating teacher often holds a joint appointment,at both school and
university and occasionally teaches at the university.
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Teacher adjunct. The cooperating teacher holds full authority for
assessing student teachers; the role of the university supervisor is
diminished greatly.

i Master teacher/apprentice. The student teacher iseassigned to the public
sehool for training and has no university supervisor.

Perceptions of the Clinical Faculty Role

The role of clinical faculty was conceived, for the most part, in
! response to harsh criticism of,the traditional approach to university
supervision of field experiences. Traditionally, faculty assigned to
supervise field experiences also teach on campus. They have knowledge of the
variety of field experiences, but little time for visits with preservice
students and little training in supervision (3rosio.1975). Kline and Dale
(1975) described the traditional method of university supervision as
inefficient, often involving more time traveling than observing, conferring,
and planning. Both the system's inefficiency and the supervisor's lack of
experience and commitment may contribute to the lack of influence the

'university supervisor has on the preservice student. Consequently, some

critics have labeled the position of university supervisor of field
experiences a needless drain upon dwindling resources and have urged its
abolishment (Bowman 1979).

In the beginning, the clinical professorship was envisioned as a link
between campus instruction and teaching practice in the schools, and was to be
based primarily in the schools (Warner et al. 1977). The goal was to maximize
the personal and professional growth of preservice students while contributing
to the programs of the cooperating school systems (Bredemeier, kindsvatter,
and Wilen 1975). Clinical faculty would apply their Scholarly skills at the
point of implementation--the schools--and would accept responsibility for
-addressing the needs of the institution and the community.

The role and function of clinical faculty are more specific than,in
traditional supervision, and the responsibilities broader. For example,
clinical faculty often find themselves both providing preservice and inservice
assistance and using the schools as laboratories for research into educational
practice (Kline and Dale 1975). Since assistanceand research involve working

, closely with administrators, teachers, school boards, and parents, Bredemeier,
Kindsvatter, and Wilen (1975) suggested that clinical faculty must understand
human relations, work successfully within political structures, and mainta4.e,
perspective and patienee while promoting growth in both the preservice student
and the inservice teacher.

Functions central to the clinical professor include working with
preservice students who possess diverse abilities and interests, working in
public schools, rigorously applying standard'procedures for instructional
decision making, and providing knowledg&-based, supportive evaluation of
students' performance (Warner et al. 1977). The last two functions are
crucial to the effectiveness of the clinical professor and imply the ability
to monitor students' improvement. Diamonti (1977) noted that true
understanding of teaching cothes indirectly froth discussions with supervisors,
but directly from self-reflection upon one's performance. He added that if
orie assumes a clinical orientation and treats supervision as a process whereby
the supervisor helps the student learn about teaching,'the clinician must have
the knowledge and skill to articulate the elements of good teaching and convey
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them to the preservice student. Raising one's knowledge to'a conscious level
and then communicating it to a student can be difficult, but both may be more
realistic expectations under the clinical facility mOdel than under traditional
university supervision. In the former the,clinician has not only the
knowledge but also the training in supervision to communicate that knowledge
to the student.

Implicit in the clinical faculty concept is the notion of the generalist
supervisor. Normally, the clinician supervises all students assigned to a
specific school or cluster of schools, as in a teaching center. This usually
entails the supervision of preservice students working in elementary schools
or in content areas in secondary schools. Thus, the clinical professor serves
as the teaching-skills specialist and the cooperating teacher as the content
specialisq both work closely with the preservice student to improve
performance. In contrast, the traditional model employs subject specialists,
who often have little or no training in supervision, to supervise students in
their specialties.

Regarding the effectiveness of the clinical and traditional models of
supervision, Nance (1977) gave much of the credit for the production of
better, more highly trained teachers to the increased knowledge, competence,
and dedication of generalist clinical faculty. In another'study, Herbster
(1975) found significant differences between generalist and specialist
supervisors for seven,variables:. Generalists had more teaching experience at
elementary and secondary levels, spent more time with preservice students,
were given more students, held more conferences,with school administrators,
advised the university's director of field experiences of problems, and A

enhanced relations between university,and school. The specialist supervisor
received credit only for teaching more courses on campus.

In later studies, Freeland (1978) found that preservice students
preferred clinical/generalist supervision, and Quisenberry, Quisenberry, ahd
Willis (1978) reported that both cooperating_teachers and preservice students
support the generalist model. .The latter study showed that the generalist
model recognizes and makes better use of the expertise of Cdoperating
teachers. Also, Quisenberry et al. discovered that specialist supervisors
were normally viewed as intruders who visited student teachers'infrequently
and appeared unfamiliar or unconcerned with a school's unique needs.

Despite scanty research in this area, it appears that the clinical
faculty model, when applied appropriately, accomplishes its.goals and has a
higher rate of acceptance among preservice students and Cooperating teachers.
However, to understand this model fully, the role and effectiveness of the
cooperating teacher as a supervisor must be examined also.

Perceptions of the dooperating Teacher

Haberman (1971), Spillane and Levenson (1976), and Bowman (1979)
questionecithe effectiveness of the university supervisor and recommended
eliminating the position. These educators would place all of the supervisor's
responsibility with cooperating teachers. Thus, cooperating teach;ers would
conduct all observations, conferences, evaluations, and the myriad duties
formerly the domain of the university supervisor.

From the Pew attempts to examine the supervisory skill of the cooperating,
teacher, it appears that this role is not fulfilled as effectively as one
might hope. First, cooperating.teachers often are selected because they are
willing to work with preservice students, or because an administrator appoints
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them, or because it is their turn;"the criteria for selection, training, and
experience-may be waived in favor of expediency. Further, in some states, the
placement of preservice students has become an issue in collective
bargaining--to protect the rights of cooperating teachers, it seems, as_much
as to ensure expert guidance for students (Howey 1977).

Second, cooperating teachers tend to praise more than criticize
preservice students. Lynch and Kuehl (1979) challenged cooperating teachers
to provide more criticism and more assistance with specific teaching
strategies. A study by Zimpher, deVoss, and Nott t1980) supported this
recommendation. They-found that cooperating teachers were not-interested in
observing student teachers; they wanted to involve students fully within one
week of placement. Also, cooperating teachers tended to avoid critical
evaluations and negative remarks. This finding supports Fink's (1976)
evidence that cooperating teachers tend to write positive evaluations of
preservice students without observing them. On the basis of such studies,
McIntyre and Norris (1980) recommended that cooperating teachers not be
trained as replacements for University supervisors.

Copeland and boyan (1975) advocated inservice training in sophisticated
techniques of analyzing teaching in the hope of improving the supervisory
skills of cooperating teachers. However, Zeichner(1979) doubted whether,
,learning new techniques, without corresponding changes in roles and power
structures, would change more than the surfaoe of supervisory relationships.
Although cooperating teachers may gain analytical and communicative skills
from such training, they still_must confront preservice students who appear to
insulate themselves from criticism (Zeichner 1979).

From the evidence in this section, it seems inadvisable to assign
cooperating,teachers sole responsibility for supervison. Rather, these data
support the:clinical faculty model in which a full-time university faculty
member, trained in the analysis of teaching and in modifying teacher behavior,
is assigned to the field site and works closely with cooperating teachers.

Status of Clinical Faculty

-Given the tremendous responsibilities of elementary and secondaryschool
teachers, one would expect that their trainers would Command esteem. On the
contrary, both, teacher education and its clinical faculty hold little prestige
within or without the education community '(Howey 1977). Of course, it is
difficult to achieve,status when universities themselves give low priority to
preserxice teacher eaucation, which in many universities is the easiest,,
cheapest professional school to establish(Spillane and Levenson 1976).

Kachur and Lang (1975) quesUoned the commitment of higher education to
clinical experiences a8 teacher unions and schools assume more control over
field experiences. They stated that unless universities take more initiative
andresponsibil1ty fon field experiences,higher education' will face three
alter tives: ;(1) to explore and implement alternative'models, such as
laborat ry sehOols and -simulations; (2) to perMit local K-12 schools to
'determine'field experience policy; or (3) to abandon all responsibility for
clinical exPerences.

The low satcus of preservice teacher education programs and field
experience relatePNdirectly to the low statuS of the clinical professor.
Since the universitY\hierarchy seldom acknowledges'ip any positive way the
existence of Clinical education faculty, traditional university reward systems
do riot recognize their efforts (Black 1976; Bowman 1979)'. Most Universities
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use the traditional model of,supervision in which supervisors, who are usually
content specialists, are selected primarily on the basis of availability, not
supervisory skill (Black 1976). The traditional model also often engages the
supervisor in teaching on campus. Since oncampus teaching has higher
institutional value than off-campus supervision, faculty may tend to regard
field experiences as a low priority (Wiles and Branch 1979). At many large,
state universities the' Statuscpf clinical supervisors is eapecially low;
supervision may be delegated to graduate students and viewed primarily as a
means of supporting the graduate program.

A recent study.(Katz et al. 102) indicated complex reasons for the low
status of preservice teacher education and clinical experiences. 'FOr example,
the study, which focused on six dimensions of reputation, showed that
preservice students assigned higher values to the reputation of teacher
educators than did public school teachers or liberal arts and science
professors. Teacher educators were rated lowest on special and general
knowledge but highest on their effectiveness as teaoners.

The reasons for assigning low status are contradictory. Public school
teachers dismiss teacher educators as high-minded, impractical, idealistic,
too theoretical, and too scientific, but campus colleagues view teacher
educators as too practical, atheoretiCal, and "arts-and-craftsy." The
'researchers suggested that if teacher educators, including clinical faculty,
are to be accepted by both groups, they must learn to operate successfully in
both school and university.

Summary

Although the clinioal faculty model of supervision appears most
appropriate for field experiences, few universities execute it-effectively.
In many universities, faculty are assigned tbe role of clinician without prior
training in or commitment to field experiences. Compounding this predicament
is the low priority that universities give to clinical experiences.
Consequently, the best and brightest teacher educators may filid field
experience programs unworthy of their commitment.

In addition, the literature suggests that cooperating teachers may be
ineffective as teacher trainers. Although training in supervision and
knowledge of teaching may alter this situation, the ineffectiveness of
cooperating teachers compels universities to place Skilled and knowledgeable
clinicians in the field. However, incentives must be provided to attract
skilled people to field experiences. Then, clinicians must be given timec0
perform their roles. Failure to do,so merely supports the premise'that'
clinical field experiences are of little value.
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Program Structures

To understand the field experienc4, one must assay the elementary and
secondary school settings and programs Where preservice students are placed,
and examine how that environment Influences the triad's interaction. One also
must explore the structure of field experience programs.

Structural Models for,Field Experiences

The environments in whl.ch students are placed for field experiences may
affect crucially their deveiopment as teachers. As Manning (1977), discovered,
student teachers placed in settings incongruent with their backgrounds often
develop negatiVe attitudes about their field experiences and the people
involved., Should field experience Programs prepare students in settings
congruent with their background, or should students prepare for any
eventuality, knowing that they will be obliged to embrace the philosophies of
the schools that hire them (Sandberg 1978)? To date, this question has not
received adequate answer. This section focuses on the problem by examining
structural models for the delivery of field experiences and programs delivered
within these models.

University model. Problems encountered by student teachers during field
experiences Often result from personality conflicts within the school settings
(Elliott and Draba 1978). Already, this paper has considered in depth the
role of the cooperating teacher in field experiences. Further, evidence by
Casey and McNeil (1972) revealed differences in the attitudes of students and
cooperating teacher8 that could lead to early communication problems and
perhaps adversely affect the learning situation in the classroom.

For many field experiences, especially student teaching, the student
works with.one cooperating teacher for the duration of the.program. Price
(1972) compared this arrangement to indentured servitude. The cooperating
teacher decides what and how much the student will do; the student works
within the framework' established by the cooperating teacher and performs'
without pay duties norMally performed by the teacher. Rarely is the student
extended the opportunity to observe other classrooms.

Having only pne cooperating teacher may constrict a student's outlook on
.teaching. Three alternate strategies have been suggested to address this
problem.h4rice (1972), Shuman (1972), and Mahan (1976-77) recommended,
assigninli....*eservice students to groups of cooperatihg teachers representing
different grade levels and philosophies regarding education and schooling.
Mahan (1976-77) and McIntyre and.Norris (1980a) advocated matching students,
cooperating teachers, and university supervisors on the basis of interests,
personalities, and so on, thus creating an optimal atmosphere for professional
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growth. In a similar system supported by Elliott and Draba's work (1978),
students consult with university clinical faculty to select teachers and
situations most attractive to them.

However, more research is needed to ascertain the worth of these
strategies. For example, does the matching strategy address the need to
expose students to a variety of philosophies, to broaden their orientations,
or t§,rprepare them to teach in a variety of situations? This strategy still
seema-to have the student working within the framework and daily routine of a
cooperating teacher. The only difference is ihe likelihood that this
framework would be congruent 'with the student teacher's initial orientation.

In addition, Leslie (1972) found that careful selection of the
cooperating teacher neither aided nor impeded the performance of the novice
teacher. However, Becker and Ade's (1982) study threw more light on this
finding. These researchers found that students did not perceive their
cooperating teachers as good teaching models if they were, not specifically
designated as such. Thus, they contended that the current practice of placing
student teachers with good teaching models has little effect since the mere
presence of a good model is not related to the students' performance ratings.
These studies support the need-for additional research to determine the effect
of people, schools, and cultures on preservice students during the field
experience. Without this knowledge, field placements will continue on the
basis of intuition rather than informed judgment.

School-based model. Since the early '70s, some universities have
decentralized their Preservice teacher education programs by adopting a
field-centered concept in which much of the program is conducted in selected
elementary and secondary schools (Barnett 1975). Merwin and Templeton (1973)
claimed that Treservice students and cooperating teachers considered
university courses offered at school sites more valuable because of the
opportunities to observe and work with pupils and to relate course work to
real settings. However, are public schoo18 equipped to deliver university

:methods courses (McIntyre 1979b)? Barnett (1975) cautioned that a university
could lose control of its programs under such a model. .For example, the
public schools' resources rather than the university's would determine the
scope of the program. Access to library and other supporting facilities would
be severely limited.

Again, more research is needed on the effectiveness and desirability of
school-based field programs. For example, does immediate access to actual
classrooms improve a course's effectiveness? Are courses in the schools
delivered differently from those on campus? Do public schools influence
school-based programs more than campus-based programs?

Teaching center model. Teaching centers represent another important
setting for field experience. A teaching center encompasses a school district
or group of districts to which preservice students report for field
experiences. A university clinician assigned to the center is responsible not
only for the preservice program delivered in that district, but also for
developing or facilitating an inservice program for teachers.

Gardner (1979) listed several advantages of using teaching centers:- (1)
the placing of relatively large numbers of interns in school dramatically
alters the teacher/pupil ratio and makes possible classroom activities that
otherwise would be difficult; (2) the enriched student/teacher mix frees
teachers for planning, evaluating, or other tasks during the school day; and
(3) the presence of clinical faculty from the university provides extra skill



and knowledge, as well as access, to campus resources. .McIntyre.(1979a)
suggested that field experience programs based in teacher centers facilitate
the integration of theory and practice by meshing preser;vice and inservice
programs. This model provides a mechanism for teaining preservice students.
and, cooprating teachers in'the,same techniques. Italso allow* university
faculty to interact-with classroom,teachers in the field while creating,
testing, and implementing strategies in actual classrooms. In addition,
McIntyre and Vickery .(1979) found that teaching centers seem to reduce,the
anxiety students feel under observation by,clinical professors because
clinicians based in the schools become familiar to the students..

Another study (Burns et al. 1973) on the effectiveness on teaching
centers for student teaching found that students in centers accomplished, no
tore of their learning gbals than did,noncenter students. Center cooperating
teachers apparently held no higher expectations of student teachers thandid
noncenter cooperating teaaler-s. However, this study did not examine
differences in.the performance of center and noncenter student teachers.

In conclusion, despiteAhe importance of the settings in which field
.experiences occur, little research exists that contributes to our
understanding of environmental influences on students and teacher education .

programs% Yet, laithout a sound research base, we cannot expect to achieVe the
objectives of preservice programs. Future research must deterMine: Which

models promote the most effective supervision? Which models promote positive
relations between university and public school? Which models are most cost
'effeCtive for both universities and public schools? Which models ultimately
produce the most competent, self-reliant teachers?

AnsWers to these questions will help teacher educators agree as to
whether pLacinga'preservice student in familiar surroundings and with like
personalities' enhances professional growth. Add4ional data should be
collected to determine the effectiveness pi' alternative types of field'
settings, Such as the teaching center.

Early Field Experiences

Early field experience programs are common in most professions, including
law, business, and health care. Gehrke (1981) listed six rationales for early

field experiences found in the literature of these professionsi (1) learning
theory (for learning to have personal meaning, the learner must experience, in
context, the realities underlying the ideas taught); (2) motivation (early
field experiences encourage learning); (3) vocational choice (early field
experiences allow early career exploration and decision); (4) economy.
(providing clinical experiences in the field rather than in campus laboratory
schools or simulated environments may be cheaper); (5) socio-politics (the'
student can offer considerable help in the classroom); (6) institutional,
revitalization (placing stadents in.the field increases exposure of
professional educators to clew ideas).

The arguments cited in education literature as benefits of early field
experiences to the teaching profession resemble those cited by Gehrke (1981).
First, early field experiences in teacher education allow students to discover
if they like children and want to teach (Tom 1976; Elliott and Mays 1979).
Second, early field experiences permit the universiti to determine if a
student has the potential to succeed in teaching (Elliott and Mays 1979).
Third, students can practice and develop teaching skills before assuming
classroom responsibility in student teaching (Elliott and Mays 1979; Seiferth
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and Samuel 1979). Fourth, early field experiences develop a base of
perceptions of classroom life on which later theoretical knowledge build6 (Tom
.1976). Fifth, early field experiences improve communication between.
universities and public schools (Elliott and Mays 1970; Krutstchirqky and
Moore 1981). Sixth, early 'field experiences accelerate development from
student to teacher (Tom 1976). Finally, early field experiences reduce i;he
number of functions student teaching must fulfill (Tom 1976),.

Program models. Elliott and Mays (1979) described three Models for early
field.experiences. The."course specific" model, the most%commonforearly
field ekperiences, attaches on-site field work to an existing tea'Oteis
education course, Easy to plan and implement, thismodellets students see
theory learned at the university applied in the classroom almost
simultaneously.

The.second model,- called the "block of.courses" Model, is most often
implemented in elementary teacher preparation programs. Planned around a,
block of courses, this model allowS for field experiences that are.
instructionally interrelated as in.actual classroomteaching.

The third,model is the "program related" model. Least commonly used,
this-model specifies the field experiences a'preservice student should tave
but does not relate them to individual courses. Assigned'a;aocation and a
university supervisor, the studenb spends the freshman and sophomore years
observing and the junior and senior years participating. The major advantage
Of this.model is that it makes the placement of studentsmore efficient,
especially for large universities in small'communitieS, by allowing a central
field experience office td handle all placements and schedules. Its major
disadvantage is that it,does not relate field study,to course work, so that
the student does not see the immediate Application of theory to practice.

. Problems in early.field experiences. ,Despite the apparent entrenchment
of early field.experience within teacher education ? problems persist. Elliott
And Mays (1979) divided the problems in early field experience into two areas:
philosophical problems and logistical problems. Philosophical problems
revolve around two queStions: What is the proper training.for teachers? .If a
student can learn so much in the field, why not move the entire preservice
program and responsibility for the program to the public schools? Logistical
problems include.placing students appropriately and establishing a.process foe
doing:so that does notoverburden schools or universities. In addition, when
large nuMbers of stUdents await pladement, early field experience programs may
require extra budgeting for'added personnel, travel, andadministrative time.

Tom (1976) cited as.a.potential drawback in early field experiences the
lack of good teacher models'for novices to.cOserve ill the classroom. This,

Could result in students'learning poor teaching practices early in their
careers. In addition, echoing Price (1972)., Tom warned against early field
experiencesavolving/into apprenticeships. In this scenario,the early field
experience student-would simply carry out, without,guidance or reflection,
duties normally performed by'the cooperating teacher.6

. Kay and'Ishler '(1980) reported that the cooperating teacher, the. .

professional most inVolved in the assessment of the student during early field
.experiences, seldom receives training.for.this role. This is particularly
discouraging considering that some of the.reasons for early 'field exPerience
spring from the belief that students'-;grdWth relatO to the quality of
guidance they receive from cooperating teachers.and university supervisors,
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Research on early field experiences. The almost blind acceptance of the
value of field experiences justifies examination of the research in this area.
The pervasiveness of early field experiences was supported by Ishler and Kay's
(1981) study thaV foun.d-'0 percent of the reporting institutions to liave early
field expprience programs and that 80 percent Of these institutions have had
these programs for at least five years. Also, the study revealed that 50
percent of the institutions engage students in field work as early as the
freshman year and that most early field experiences accompany education
courses. Again, these data suggest that early_ field experiences are an
integral part of teacher education.

Sunal (1980) explored the relationship between early field experience
involirement during an elementary methods course and preservice students'
knowledge and performance of inquiry skills. The study indicated that
increaSed involvement in early field experiences improves a preservice
teacher's performance of specific behaviors, in this casednquiry skills, as
modeled in a methods class. However, Denton (1982) found that early field
experiences seem to have a greater effe4t-On subsequent course achievement
than on achievement in courses of. which the field experience is part.

The influence of early field experiences on students' attitude's and
concepts is another important area forresearch. Conradson (1973) found that
students' attitudes toward teaching significantly improve as a result of early
field experiences and that students develop a more realistic view.of teaching..
Harp (1974) inVestigateTthe relationship between early field experiences and
the concerns of preservice Students. 'This study revealed that a signihcant
maturation in concerns.from self-survival toward pupil-centered teaching
occurs during early field experiences. However, evidence cited earlier
'(Copenhaver, McIntyre, and Norris 1981; Sacks and Harrington 1982) indicates
-that the preservcce student, having completed early field experience, proceeds
through these stages again in student teaching. A study by Austin-Martin,
Bull, and Molrine (1981) revealed ihat eafqy field experienees equip students
to establish a more effective relationship with administrators, teachers, and
pupils than do their counterparts who had no early field experience..
Scherer (1979) discovered that students who participate in early field

Naxperiences have higher self-concepts than'haye nonparticipating counterparts,-
but that early field experiences,do not,relate to higher ratings.of
perfortance during student teaching. While these findings could result from
-poon evaluation procedures-in both early field ekperiences and student
teaching, they warrant further reaearch.

, In conclusion, despite potential-problems, it appears that early field
experiences affect positively'students' self-concepts, attitudes.toward
teaching, and interpersonal skills. Moreover, early field experience appears
to enhance the on7campus preservice program by helping students connecethedry
and practice.. The model that relates early field experiences tole specific
course' or block of courses seems most helpful in this regard. However,
APplegate and Lasley (1982),stressed that.if teacher education institutions
are tOsucceed in providing prospective teachers'with the knowledge and skills,
needed for effective Performance, the experiences provided in the classroom
must correspond to the.goals established for campus courses. Pending further .

-research relating field experiences to professional performance, we may assume
that-early field experiences exert positive influence on preservice teachers.
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Internships and Extended Programs

Current literature portrays internships as concentrated,
postbaccalaureate teaching experiences, whereas extended programs consist of a
year or two'added to an existing preservice program. Neither concept is new
in teacher education. 'Internships were a vital part of the education of
teachers during the early 1900s. Traditionally, internships increase in
number during severe teacher shortages because they represent a means of
providing assistance to public schools,and of recruiting teachers (Gardner
1968). HoweVer,, current interest.in internships and extended programs arises
not from-teacher shortage but from uncertainty concerning teacher preparation
and the induction-of first-year teachers.

Bergen (197879) stated that the reasons for recommending internships are
rooted in the customary supervisory praCtices (or lack,thereof) of new
teachers. Too often, induction into teaChing carries an implicit sink-or-swim
ultimatum. .Denemark and Nutter (1980) shared this belief, concluding that
teachers do not receive a fully professional preservice education. They urged
teacher educators to consider,, "What should beginning teachers know and at
what level of proficiency?," and then to determine the content and length of
programs accordingly. Instead, "we now begin with a given program length and
select content accordingly" (p. 3).

Internship and extended program models. Bents and Howey (1979) listed
the following as characteristic& of.internships: (1) They occur after student
teaching; (2) they are cooperatively planned and cOordinated by an institution
of higher learning and a public school; (3) interns are paid and under
contract; (4) interns have a "carefully planned," limited teaching load; (5)
interns are enrolled in college courses related to their teaching
responsibilities; (6) internships,last one year; (7) interns are supervised by
teachers who are released for some amount of time to supervisory
responsibilities; and (8) a college faculty member also supervises.

'gib example of one type of internship; was the Ieacher-Corps program, which
atte6Pted to recruit more competent individuals, especially minorities, into
teaching. Teacher Corps developed a'modified, abbreviated program featuring
an in-depth school/community internship and often replaced the.traditional
preservice.prOgram. HoweVer, discussion on internships has focused on their
usefulness as transitiona between teacher preparation and independent teaching
(Van Til 1968). Such will be the focus of this discourse.

Denemark and Nutter (1980) recommended a six-year program of initial
teacher preparation: five years ofreampus-based, but field-oriented,
preparatiOn folloWed by a sixth year of supervised internship and a provision
for folldi4-up during the first year of regular employment. However,,Bergen
(1978-79) cautioned that the curreneethphasis on expanding prpservice programs
will benefit the profession only if it stresses analysis of experience.
Preservice programs may actually miseducate if they,fail to train students to
observe classroom strategies in relation to the total problem of educating the
child. Bergen also warned that teacher educators must never imply that the
way to become a good teacher is simply to copy a good.teacher. ,

Instead' of adding one year-to the preservice program, Imig (1981)
suggested shifting to,a continuous four- or five-year program. Such a program
would engage students beginning in the'junior year in college and concluding
three or four years following the senior year. This program would include a
series of teaching and learning activities spanning development from novice to
experienced teacher and would culminate in a Master of Teaching degree.
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Further, Imig suggested developing a cadre of interns who would commit
themselves to two or three years in publie schools as a national service.

Denemark and Nutter (1980) cited several issues that must be addressed
before eitended programs join the mainstream of teacher education: (1) Should
teacher education become a graduate program? (2) How would extended programs
affect,minority and low income students? (3) What is the most appropriate
blend of campus and field experiences? (4) How would extended programs affect
liberal arts colleges without graduate programs? (5) Should teacher education
be viewed as a professional school rather than as part of an academic unit?
(6).What changes are necessary in teacher certification? and (7) How would
extended programs influence a system ..sf gc,vrnance between the universities
and public Schools?

Problems of internships and extended programs. Internships and extended
programs pose several problems. First, they may be costly. *Funds must be
acquired to pay interns.or managers of extended programs (Lewis 1979; Gallegos
1981). Second, professional teacher organizations traditionally oppose
reduced pay scales for interns, fearing that interns would replace certified
teachers (Lewis 1979). Third, administrartive complications threaten both
internships and extended programs. For example, organizing an internship
(proCuring adequate pay, negotiating with unions, etc.) and providing adequate
supervision for the interns may prove difficult. Further, the involvement of
institdtions without graduate programs-may be limited (Lewis 1979).

As for extended programs, adding a year or two to preservice programs
means increasing the number of university students in the public schools.
Thus, Gallegos (1981) declared, universities with extended programs could
align only with large school districts.

Another potential problem for both internships and extended programa is
the university faculty itself. Rinehart and Leight (1981) stated that teacher
educators have generally been content to make incremental imProvements to
traditional field programs rather than try dramatic innovations 61.1611 as the
internship. In addition, Gallegos.(1981) reported that campus faculty balk at
the extra time required for extended programs. HoWever, the attitude of on-'
and off-campus colleagues improved markedly after the implementation of an
extended program at the University of Kan-Sas (Scannell and Guenther 1981).
the effectiveness of internships and extended programs in developing more
cOmpetent teachers remains fertile ground for research.

In conclusion, synthesis, of the literature on prograd structures for
field eXperiences uncovers controversy. The placederit of students and the
implementation of prograts seem to result frot convenience more often than
from careful research and evaluation. Early field experiences seem to'
accomplish goals and have a,positive effect on students, but some experts
argue that suehprograms simply socialize students sooner and therefore should.
be eliminated. Finally, while interest has burgeoned in internships and
extended programs as means of easing the transition from student teacher to
independent teacher, critics warn that "more" may not be "better."'
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Evaluating the Student Teacher's Perfd")rmance,

Elliott and MayS (1979) charged.that teacher educators-shrink from
telling prospective teachers that they are not good enough for the classroom,-
'then wonder'why so many of them fail in the schools. The public has expressed
increasing dissatisfaction with.the competence of many teachers. In general,
.the criticism has foeused on poor preparation and lack of basic skills in
English and math (Ellsworth, Krepelka, and Kear 1979). On the other hand,
teacher preparation programs, though relatively lenient in admission
standards, have harbored few academic drones'(Gardner 1979). In response to
the question of competence, thiS septicc concentrates on the evaluation of
students' performance during field experitmces and its impact on retention of

-,learnings in the overall preservice program.
, The problem of evaluating preservice studc.nt performance has little to do

,with the yslue teacher educators place on comPetence: All evaluators of
novice teachers value'teaching competence but each .:7eems to have a highly
personalized set:of criteriajor defining, such competence (Tom 197)4).
SiMilarly, in a national survey of field experience directors, McIntyre and
Nberie (1980b) fbund considerable agreement among institutions on criteria for
evaluation in preservice teacher edueation, yet the relative importance
attached to each item vaeied markedly from one Program to another. For
instancethe reaearohers found.that many field.experience directors listed
the criteeia of.classroom management aAd personal characteristics as either
mosLor least important in studentTteaching evaluation. Sjf cburse, this may
indicate that institution's define these criteria differently.

Why are clinical faculty criticized for inability to evaluate student
-performance? Why do teacher educators disagree on'the definition and relative,
-importance of the Skills and'attitudes required of a competent'teacher? The
answer to both questions appears to be that educators do not agree.on the
'"eight" techniques for achieving objebtives,(Kliebard 1973; Mitchell 1976;
Levstik 1982). Perhapa the peoblem stems from the'resistanee of the classroom

:to experimentation and investigation: Our notiona about teaching swirl'
perpetually in a pi-etheoretical state that discourages agreement on'the
definition of teaching and requirements to make it sucCessful (Diamonti 1977).

The lack of a research base for defining "good" teaching has encouraged
an'arhitrary approach to preservice teacher evaluation. For example, Vittetoe
(1977) stated that evaluation during student teaching draws no clean,
distinction tetween outstanding and ineffective teaching.. Diamonti (1977)
suggested that.the difficulty lies in* evaluating and describing the
performance of,student teachers who fall between the extremes; Again, the
evidence suggests,that the lack.of distinCtion between degrees of teaching
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effectiveness results from lack of agreement about the skills that comprise
good teaching.

Reliability of Clinical Faculty Evaluations. Disagreement about the
definition of good teaching contributes to the poor articulation of evaluation
criteria and procedures to those engaged in field experiences (Renihan and
Schwier 1980). This, in turn, affects the reliability of the evaluations

. conducted by clinical faculty and cooperating teachers. Chiarelott et
alL (1980) cautioned that public school admilistrators should view evaluations
provided by clinical faculty and cooperating teachers with skepticism because
of their consistent overraking of preservice student performance. Johnston
and Hodge (1981) reemphasized this position, contending that cooperating
teachers befriend their.preservice students and therefore repress criticism.
Fink's (1976) data that cooperating teachers tend to write positive
evaluations of preservice students without' having observed them support this
view. In addition, Johniton and-Hodge suggested that clinical faculty do not
spend enough time observing the performance of the preservice student to
collect valid data. Findings by McIntyre and Norris (1980b) indicating that
university supervisors observe preservice students for approximately one hour
every two weeks of a semester lend credence to this view. .

_

,Other evaluation criteria. Besides observation of teaching performance,
what-other criteria are used to evaluate preservice students and to what
extent are they reliable? Levstik's (1982) research found that 85 percent of
reporting institutions consider a student's grade-point average (g.p.a.) in
the evaluation process. However, data conflict as to the degree of
correlation between g.p.a. and a student's teaching ability. For example,

Mackey et al. (1977).found g.p.a. to be an effective predictor of
student-teaching perfoimance for the variables of knowledge of subject matter,
breadth of general information, and overall performance, On the other hand,
Emanuel, Larimore, and Sagan (1975) reported that the quality of Students'
work in education courses or in their major or minor field is not
significantly related to how well students perform in student teaching.

Reacting to such conflicting data, some educators (Twa and Greene 1.980)
have advocated the elimination of g.p.a. as a major criterion for predicting
succeis in student teaching and thus for screening teacher education
candidates. Instead, some (Gardner 1979; Twa and Greene 1980) have suggested
.that teacher preparation programs select students in part on psychological
traits related more predictably to teaching success. Although this suggestion
warrants consideratiOn, one must remember that many institutions were-not able
to agree on the importance and definition of the criteria.for the evaluation
of teacher candidates. Thus, agreethent concerning Psychological traits that
predict teaching success is unlikely.

Competency-based evaluation of field experiences. Recently, some field
experience evaluators have adopted a competency-based approach founded on'a
specific set of low-inference teaching skills and attitudes and the criteria
for attaining competence in those areas. Chiarelott et al. (1980) argued that
noncompetency-based evaluation ofteacher candidates is marred by
high-inference data, and thus results in subjective evaluation. And Jensen
(1975) asserted that the identification of specific and varied teaching tasks
and the criteria for successfully completing those tasks contributes to team
.(clinical faculty and cooperating teacher) assessmentand maximizes growth in
Preservice students. However, some disagree with competency-based evaluation.
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Mitchell (1976) insisted that'this approach to evaluation ignores knowledge
about the relationship of teacher behaviorsAo pupil learning and about the
interaction of people with their environment and overlooks the individuality
of the teaching act.

Success of field experience evaluation as a sCreening process. It is
difficult to determine the effectiveness of evaluation to screen incompetent
candidates from the teaching profession, primarily because many students
screen themselves out of teacher education. Levstik .(1982) found that more
students seem to drop out of teacher training in universities with early field
experience_programs before theinstitution has to take formal action on
retention of the student. Vittetoe-(1972) contended that most of the poor
students who do not complete student teaching remove.themselves from the
program before the institution takes action. Thus,, perhaps one reason
clinical faculty have difficulty distinguishing between very good and very
poor student teachers may be that most very poor students eliminate themselves
from programs before student teaching. However, the question remains whether
field experience evaluation is any less successful if students eliminate
themselves from teaching before institutions do so. More to the point, would
universities retain incompetent student teachers had those students not
abandoned the program themselves?

Finally, the literature indicates that evaluation procedures and criteria
used for field experiences are far from scientific and may fail to eliminate
incompetent teachers. For this indispensable part of field experiences to
succeed, teener educators must know what is and what is not good teaching.
Moreover, they must be willing to sele4 and eetain students on the basis of
this knowledge. Until this occurs, many will doubt the reliability of the
evaluation process, as well as the premises that support prese0Ace programs.
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_Summary

Upon examination of the literature presented in this monograph,.the
reader must consider whether institutions of higher education have'sueceeded
or failed in the development.and implementation Of field experiences. The
verdict .7is not easily determined.. As stated, an overwheithing percentage of

. undergraduates hold highly favOrable attitudes tOward.their field.experiences
(Nosow 1975; Appleberry 1976; Haring and Nelson 1980). .Yet, critics question
the,value of field work.and suggest that it be'drastically'Modified or even

. eliminated from teacher education (Friedenberg 1973; Lortie 1975; Clifton
.

1979). This summary reexamines the data that producasuchdivergent opinions
and offers a fresh view of the effectiveness of field experiences.

The Field Experience as a Socializing Agent

A critical charge against field experiences is that they merely socialize
preservice students into traditional teaching roles in existing school
settings. Some data support this contention, indicating that at the
conclusion of field work, novice teachers are more custodial; are more likely
to hold less-than-favorable attitude's toward children, teaching, and
schooling; and are lees likely to focus on their pupils. Students' attitudes .

and behaviors seem'to move toward thoSe of their-cooperating teachers. As a
result, many educators (Friedenberg 1973; Lortie 1975; Salzillo and Van Fleet
1977; Clifton 1979) indict field experiences for aimply adapting new teachers
to old patterns.

However, we must study the data more closely. First; the acquired
attitudes and behaviors of preservice students are not, in fact, negative.
They merely become more aegative, or less positive, than at the start of field
experience. Alper and Retish (1972) suggested'that this decline'may reflect
movement toward the mean, or toward more realistic attitudes about children,
teaching, and schooling.- Itdoes not mean, as is Often assumed, that higher
education institutions'produee teachers with negative attitudes.

Second, the role.of field experiences and cooperating teachers as
socializing.agents has come under closer scrutiny. No doubt clinical
experienee is a socializing force, as it is in all professions. However,
recent studies refute claims that preservice students blifidly accept the
beliefs and practices 4of their cooperating teachers so that they emerge,from
field experiences as replicas of those teachers. Research by Price (1961),
Zeichner (1980), Egan (1982), and James, Etheridge, and Bryant (1982) clearly
indicate that preservice students exert some coritrol over the direction of
socialization efforts and that some students wholly reject the dominant,
conservative norms of public schools. Further; Lortie (1975) questioned
whbther field experiences subitantially affect the development of teachers
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(negatively or positively), pointing to the powerful effect of anticipatory
socialization prior to formal.teacher education. Lortie contended that the
impact of formal teacher education, including field experiences, does little
to overcome the effects of this prior socialization. Thus, Zeichner (1980)
and Egan (1982) urged research to examine the personal ways in which
preservice students interpret field experiences so that we might understand
which students reject socialization and why.

Third, the research that serves as the basis for much of the,criticism of
field experiences must be viewed catitiously.. Many of the studies gathered
data Using the Minnesota Teacher'Attitude Inventory, an instrument of
debatable validity (Zeichner 1978). In addition, Hook and Rosenshine (1979)
questioned the relationship between self-report data, as used in these
studies, and actual performance. In many cases, perceptions of attitudes,and
behaVior may not accurately reflect actual attitudes and behavior:

,In conclusion,.current literature suggests that field experiencesopromote
socialization, though perhaps not as pervasively as once thought, and that
cooperating teachers are the chief socializers. Reflection may help moderate
the effects of socialization by allowing students to develop personal
perspectilies on teaching (Jacobs 1968; Friedenberg 1973; Bergen 1978-79;
Zeichner 1981). Certainly, institutions of higher education should provide
formal opportunities for students to reflect on their field experiences. In

any case, teacher educators cannot fairly condemn field experiences simply
because they socialize.

Status of Clinical Faculty

It is clear from the literature that clinical faculty hold little
prestige within or without the education community. Black (1976) and .Bowman
(1979) reported that university hierarchies-rely acknowledge the performance
of clinical faculty and that, as a result, universities' reward systems do not
apply t6 them.

Whatohas caus d'this lack of commitment by the higher education
,hierarchy? Perhaps it is a misunderstanding of the role of Clinicians, since
on-campus teaching seems more highly valued than off-campus work (Wiles and
Branch 1979). Clinical supervision is not yet universally viewed as teaching.
Or, perhaps it is the,result of teacher educators, including clinical faCulty,
who view teaching as their primary mispion and as a result, produce little
research (Yarger and Howey 1977). ,

Whatever the reasons, the relatively low status given clinical faculty
.presents an obstacle for.field experience programs because faculty may find
such programs not worth their commitment. This can have only negative
Consequences for both field experiences And the overall preservice program.
If students, school teachers and administrators, and cainieal faculty are to
respect field experience, higher education must demonstrate commitment to it.

Cooperating Teacheras Teacher Trainer.

Haberman (1971), Spillane and Levenson 0976), Diamonti (1977), and
Bowman (1979) suggegted that-cooperating teachers assume full reponsibility
for preservice students' training, thereby eliminating the university
supervisor's role. However, in general, cooperating teachers do not seem to
use or eVen possess the skills necessary to promote the,growth of preservice
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students (Fink 1976; Lynch and Kuehl 1979; Zimpher, deVoss, and pott 1980).
Higher education has failed to convey to public school personnel knowledge of
good teaching practices and supervision. Indeed, McIntyre and Norris (1980b)
reported that few universities offer formal training for cooperating teachers.
Under these conditions, one cannot expect cooperating teachers to be skilled
teacher trainers.

Control of Field Experiences

Lack of commitment has loosened higher education's control of field
experience prograMs. At'the same time, Kabhur and Ilang (1975) reported that
teacher unions and schools are gaining influence over these programs. In
addition, several states, such as Virginia and Illinois, have passed or are
considering legislatiomthat Would enable prospective.teacher8 to become
certified without completing a university prOgram. .While teachers, schools,
and legislatures always have had this power,,theyjlOw exereise it more often,
partly in responSe to higher education's failure to commit itself to field
programs in teacher edUcation.

cr

Environments

Expedience, rather than knowledge and skill, seems,the cruCial factor-in
the selection of cooperating teachers. Higher education has not conducted the
kind'of extensive research on the effects ef schools, cultures, and people
(e.g., cooperating teachers, administrators) on the preservice student that
would contribute to a more rational method of selecting cooperating teachers.

Early Field Experiences

Research indicates that early'field experience succeeds in (1)allowing
- Students to discover early if they like children and want toteach; '(2)

permitting universities to determine students' potential; (3)-enabling
students to practice instructional skills prior to stUdent teaChing;'(4)
developing the student's base of-perceptions of classroom life; '(5) improving

. Communication between universities.and public schools; And (6) accelerating'
pasSage through the stages from student to teacher.. In addition, preserviCe
students who participate in early,field experiences show improved attitudes
toward teaching.

Perhaps.field Study's greatest promise lies in the develoOment of
preservice programs linking methods courses with field work. This development
would open poSsibilities for integrating theory and,practice and for
increasingfOreservice students' opportunities for reflection on teachingo

Evaluating Students Performance

The literature indicates that field experience programs have failed to
evaluate objectively the teaching performance of preservice students.
Diamonti (1977) and Vittetoe (1977) described the difficulties in determining
the relative quality in teaching performance. Lack of agreement as to what
constitutes good teaching seems at least partly responsible for these
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difficulties. Similarly, the reliability of evaluations conducted by clinical
faculty and cooperating.teachers is suipect because of the poor articulation
of evaluation'criteria and procedures. 4

,e4

New data are contributing to our understanding of teaching and of those
behaviors that promote learning as measured, by achievement test .sCores (e.gp,
Rosenshine 1971;Good 1979): Such data should form the foundation fbr all
teacher training programs, and eventually result in universally accepted
evaluation criteria and practices.

Competent Teachers?

Ultimately, one jgdges a field program on its ability to produce
competent teachers, but until teacher education defines_teachipg competence
and formulates a proce6s for determining competence, such judgment8,must
remain subjective. In the Meantime we may ask, "Can institutions of higher
educatibn be expected to produce competent teachers?" Bergen (1978-79) warned
against expecting too much from recent graduates. They need gradual induction
into the profession and a reduced teaching load to give them time for study
and preparation. Perhaps Giles put it best:

It is not surprising that schools of education are criticiZed
beCause they do not prepare a student to be an immediately.cbtpetent
practitioner in any setting or situation. The job of the school of
education is not ta provide trained teachers, but to screen, select,
educate, and,recommend persons who have the potential to become
professiohal teachers. Students become competent professionals on
tlie job, rather than in a training program. It is necessary that
teacher education continUe,day after day in every classroom. 'If a
teacher does not remain a continuous student of eduCation throughout
his career, the work of training pr grams becomes virtually useless.
(1979, pp. 9-10)

Giles's refinement of the role of higher eduCation to the selection and
bducation of persons with teaching potential seems especially cogent
considering that students normally spend only their junior and'senior years in
teacher traininghardly enough time to develop full'competence.

The Effectiveness of Field Ek7rience Programs

Synthesis of the literatureleads one to.agree with Zeichner's (1979)
assertion that field experiences\are neither all good nor all bad but rather
produce both positive and negative 'fruits. Moreover, one cannot divorce
field experience from the on-campus preService program. If one component is
Strong and the other weak, the total preservice program cannot succeed.

However, it is clear that field experiences have fallen short of their
potential. The lack of commitment from higher eddcation, the low status of
clinical faculty, the lack of objective evaluation criteria,.the loss of
control to teacher unions and state legislatures, and the lack or relationship
between field and campus study threaten the survival of field experiences.
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Recommendations for Future Field Experience ProgrshiS

With all dts shortcomings, the field experience remains a valuable part
of teacher eduoation. However, major improvements must begin now if teacher
educationd_s to survive', let alone'produce graduates with potential fOr.
excellence. This final section.includes recommendations for improving field
experience programs.

,

Theoretical Basis for Field Experience

One void in the field experience literature is the'lack of emphasia on
.the theoretical bases for field work. It appears that field experiences
evolved from,early apprenticeshiP programs without.examination of their
purpose, nature, or. length. Future study should focus on learning theory,
curriculum theory, socialization theory, and developmental psychology.as a
means of.testing:the yalidity of current field eXperience programs. A'solid

rationaIe'for field experience, steeped in professional/human 'development
Science, must emerge so that future improvements may be made on the basis of'
defensible theory.

An Inquiry-oriented Approach

This.monograph has presented data indicating that; in general, preservice
students adopt the attitudes and behaviors of their cooperating teachers.
Zeichner (1981) argued that the "personalized" approach to field experiences
contributes to this socialization process. Personalized programs attempt to
respond to the needs and questions of preservice students at each stage of

development. As Zeichner pointed out, "Given,the largely survival oriented
perspectives e.student teachers, this would mean that the curriculum for
student teaching should be constructed primarily with regard to helping
student teachers survive, but within a.context that is largely taken for
granted" (p. 5). Thus, field experience becomes an apprenticeship accepted by
students without examination or reflection,(Price 1972).

To offset this tendency, Zeichner (1981) recommended an inquiry-oriented
approach to field study, emphasizing inquiry about teaching and the settings
in which teaching occurs. This does not mean that technical teaching skin:is
devalued; it'is valued highly,' but only as a means toward objectives, not as
an objective itself.

Among the several researchers developing proposals for inquiry-oriented
field experience, Salzillo and Van Fleet (1977) proposed that universities
reduce the time students actually teach and increase the time they study,
through participant observation, the culture of the school and its
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relationship.to the community. By this means, preservice students experience
the numerous ways schools and communities influence each other.

Zeichner.(1981) described an inquiry-oriented approach to student
teaching at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. This program includes a

.15-week field component and weekly'seminars for student teachers.
SPecifically, preservice.students conduct a "field study" focusing on
experiences in a teacher's daily life. In the;seminars, "students are asked
to read and discuss materials related to providing an education in our schools
that reflects that pluralistic nature of our society and that values this
diversity" (p. 12). Then, following eladsroom observation by university
supervisors, students-are asked to relate their classroom experiences to
issues discussed-in seminars.

The inquiry-oriented approach (and this author) reject the notion that
students become good teachers Merely by teaching. While enCouraging -

acquisition of teaChing-skills, the approach provides preservitce students
opportunities to develop personal perspectives on teaching, schooling,
children, and themselves as teachers without becoming mere replicas of their
cooperating teachers.

Early Field Experiences

4

Early field experiences are integral-to teacher education (Ishler and Kay
1981). For this reason, some researchers have recommended that early field
experienaes be allowed to evolve only as part of Content or generic methods
courses (Seiferth and Samuel 1979; Krutstchinsky and Moore 1981): Under such
a program, students *ould spend much time observing children and teachers and
reflecting upon the art of teaching. On the other hand, if program planners
adopt the philodophy that students become good teachers only by teaching--that
reflection is'a luxury, not a necedsity--then early field experiences will
never fulfill their potential.

Internships end Extended Programs

UniVersities should consider developing internshipsor extended programs
(Bents and Howey 1979; Denemark and Nutter 1980; Imig.1981). In an
internShip, the university continues assisting the novice teacher through his
or her induction into the profession. Ideally, the beginning teacher would be
assigned a redueed teaching load, supplemented by the guidance of a full-time
university supervisor and participation in weekly seminars emphasizing
analysis of teaching..

To create an extended program, a university might add a year to its
current preservice program, as did the UniVersity of Kansas (Scannell and
Guenther 1981), thus giving.students two full years of _field experience. Both
internships and extended programs should adopt an inquiry approach.

Clinical Faculty

0 .

Every.teacher education program should establish a clearly defined
clinical professorship. The alinical faculty would (1) work in the public
schools, (2) be assigned full time to clinical experiences, (3) be
knowledgeable about teaching, (4) supervise effectively, and (5). provide bath
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preservice and inservice assistance. A growing body of literature (herbster
1975; Nance 1977; Freeland 1978; Quisenberry, Quisenberry, and Willis 1978)
supports the clinical faculty model ae most effective in promoting growth in
the novice teacher, bridging the theory-practice gap, and improving
communication.between campus and school.

Teaching Centers

Clinical faculty function best in field programs organized according to
the teaching center model. A teaChing center consists of a school district or
"districts to which preservice students are assigned. Each centrnr employs a
clinician responsible for assisting both'students and cooperatTig teachers.
Gardner (1979); McIntyre (1979a), and McIntyre and Vickery (19 '9) cited the
advantages that teaching centers offer both universities and pi.blio schools.

Training Cooperating Teachers

The literature indicates clearly that the interaction of Cooperating
teachers and preserviee.students is cme of the most powerful aspects of the
field experience. HoWever, in many preservice programs, cooperating teachers
receive training only in the area of teaching skills, not in analyzing or
explaining teaching. Moi,eover, McIntyre and Norris (1980b) reported that most
cooperating teachers receive that.training through informational meetings org
printed materials. To improve the performance of coOperating teachers,
institutions of higher education.should train all cooperating teachers as
teacher educators, providing at least one formal, postbaccalaureate course on
the supervision of preservice students.

Knowledge-based Evaluation Techniques

We must develOp.effective and objective criteria and techniques for the
evaluation of students' work in the field. In the last decade, teacher
education has made great strides in acquiring knowledge about teaching and
learning. Either we; as clinicians, are unaware of this literature, as
Haberman (1971) suggestedor we ignore it.

Evaluation criteria applied to field experiences must be based on our
knowledge of teaching and learning. In addition, clinical faculty must be
willing to screen incompetent students from teacher training prograMs.

Interaction of School and Settinft

The settings inwhich students perform field .study bear critically on
their development as teachers. As Copeland (1977) stated, the major influence
on a student's acquisition of,skills is the ecological system of the
cl:2ssroom. Too often, procedureSfor determining field sites and placement
seem skewed toward convenience rather than toward finding schools with the
best experience in working with preservice students.

. Lack of knowledge about the interaction of students and field settings
may contribute to this-sitdation. Teacher education research should
"investigate the relationship of the field setting to growth in the.novice
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teacher, concentrating on the following questions: How do people- sehools
and cultures-affect preservice students? Do students placed in settings ,

congruent with their backgrounds experience less dthiculty and more growth
than students placed in unfamiliar settings? Do students placed with one
cooperating teacher experience less difficulty and more growth than students
placed with a group of cooperating teachers? Answers to these questions will
aid the development of a more intelligent approach to site selection and
student placement.

Socialization
-

The issue of.teacher socialization needs further research. Zeichner
(1980) and Egan's (1982) work on students' assimilation of experiences in.the
field should serve as models for future studies. In addition, longitudinal
studies that follow the student from the start of formal training through
beginning teaching may yield a deeper understariding of socialization.

° Number of Teacher Training Institutions

4

Size, location, or Otherfactors will prevent some teacher training
institutions from acting uPon these recommendations. Not all institutions
will be Ale to develop teacher education centers, extended'or internship
programs, clinical professorships,'etc. 'Thus, perhaps the profession sheuld,
consider, reducing the number of institutions accredited for,teachereducation.
In factlAonahan (1977) maintained that no more than 200 institutions in the
UnitedStates are truly capable of educating teachers_competealy.

-FUrtiieri Monahan stated that no community,college should be authorizedto
prepare teachers to any extent'since this preparation is beyond their
capability. The fact that community colleges are_involved in teacher4'
education, he *charged, further demonatrates the lack of sophistication of ihe
teaching profession.

Goal of Preservice Teacher Education Programs

Can=we expect to produce competent teachers given current programs? Is

the teaching prowess so complicated now that current programs are inadequate?
If we canhot.certify the competence of each graduate, then we must reexamine
the ultimate goal of preservice teacher education and ,pake the necessary
changes in course and organization, no matter how bold.

-. If, on the other hand, the goal of preservice teacher education programs
is torecoMmend persons who have the potential to be competent teachers, as
Giles (1979). suggested, then we must examine carefully the systems that
deliyer inservice training. Thus, the period of induction from student to
teacher becdpes crucial and a major focus of teacher training institutions.

ConsensUs on this issue is essential. If we are not graduating competent
teachers, then much of the criticism of teacher education may be valid.
However, if Our*goal is to graduate students with the potential to become
competent teaChers, then we must develop inservice programs that enhance
competence. In addition, the public must be aware of this,goal so that'it has
a better underistanding of the mission_of_teacher edudation.
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Conclusion

This monograph offers the following recommendations for future field
Programs:

1. A theoretical base, incorporating information from other disciplines,
. should be established in order to strengthen field experience

programs.

2. Field programs should adopt an inquiry-oriented approach, fostering
thoughtful examination of teaching and the settings in whiCh teaChing
occurs.

3. Early field experience programs should accompany content or generic
:methods courses and encourage students to reflect on teaching.

4 Institutions.of higher education should consider developing'
inte'rnships CT extended programs in Order to support novice teachers
throughout the process of becoming a teacher.

5. Institutions of higher education should adopt the clinical faculty
model,in order to provide effective supervision of preservice
students.

6. Institutions of higher education should adopt the teaching center as
the model for field programs.

7. All cooperating teachers should receive formal instruction in
supervisory skills and analysis of teaching.

. The criteria for evaluating students' field work should be based on
,kno4ledge about teaching and learning.

9. Research should explore the influence of school settings on the
growth ,of novice teachers.

10. Research on the process of socializatiOdshould continue.
.

11. The teacher education profession should eliminate all teacher
training programs except those that are truly competent.

12. Teacher education-must clarify fts ultimate goal. DO we seek to
graduate .competent teachers or potentially competent teachers?

We must address these issues now. Otherwise, control over field
experience will fall to state legislators and teacher unions. Without timely
action, higher education will regress from leader to impotent observer in
teacher education.
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Appendix

Exemplary Field Experience Programs

. This section describes some exemplary field experierice programs in North
America. Each program has at least one of the features recommended in the
text of the monograph. This list is not-exhaustive; its purpose is to.provide
a samplingsof%exemplary programs. Programs for which a soui-ce is not cited
were finalists for the Association of Teacher Educators' "Distinguished
Program in Teacher Education" awards between 1975 and 1982. Readers should
contact the institutions for information.

Arizona State University
'Tempe, Arizona

The Department of Elementary Education at Arizona State University
conducts cooperative, teacher education field-programs in four school
districts in the Phoenix area. This program offers professional courses in
the district centers rather than on campus. .Interns take these courses
concurrently with work in'the schools.

Phases one and two of the program occur during the fall and spring
semesters of the junior year. In all, the student works a minimum of 10 hours
pe-r week in the classroom for 32_weeks and takes 30 to 36 credit hours of
on-site classes. Students work with children indiVidually and in large r
groups. With teddhers' guidance, they plan lessons and evaluate pupils.
Students are encouraged to experience different grade levels, multiethnic
classes, and open and self-contained claSs-management systems.

In phase three, the student teaches at least 40 hours per week for 16
weeks, supervised by clinical faculty.: The intern shoulders more

sresponsibility for instructional decisions, planning, and evaluation than in
earlier phases. The cooperating teacher introdUces the student teacher to
these responsibilities gradually.

Phase four is optional, depending on whether the school has funds to pay
the intern. In this phase, the intern participates in making decisions,-
planning, and evaluating as part of a teaching team. He or she works in
classrooms a minimum of 20 hours per week for 16 weeks while completing
professional course work on campus.

Auburn University
Auburn, Alabama

In cooperation with the Alabama State Department of Education and TO
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eastern Alabama school districts, Aubdrn University developed a program that
emphasizes helping first-year teachers adjust to full-time teaching. First
Year Teacher Support Teams combine the expertise of an experienced -CObperating
teacher, the school principal, a state Department of Education specialist, and
a clinical professor from Auburn University. Upon request from the first-year
teacher, these resource persons assist the teacher individually, An groups, or
as a full committee.

Three significant characteristics of Auburn's program are (1) the
governing board, composed of ehe chief administrators of participating
agencies, (2) a unified budget,.with funds contributed by participating
agencies, and (3) sharing of resources by participating agencies. 1

(Mayfield, J. Robert, and Krajewski, Robert J.. "Erasing the C
Pre-Service/In-Zervice Dichotomy.-" Action in Teacher.Education 1,1 (Summer
1978):54-7. ERIC No. EJ 189 538.)

Brigham Young University
Provo,.Utah

Brigham Young University's early field experience program in secondary
teacher education evolved on the theory that students learn.mcire by teaching
in actual rather than simulated classroom settings. In the BYU model, the
preaervice teaher shares decision making with school and university.
personnel. Students have ample opportunity for reflection upon and
interpretation of their experiences-in the field.

During the first week of class in 6econdary Education 276, groups of
students are plabed,in junior or senior high school classrooms to teach and
observe. Informed a day or two beforehand of the topics for that week the

students arrive prepared to teach short lessons. Often the students teach
small groups of pupils in rotation. Sometimes a student teaches part of a
lesson to the entire class for 10 to 15 minutes, then another student teaches
the remainder of the lesson. The students also receive intensive instrpction
in reading and tutor secondary students with reading difficulties.

. An interesting feature of theBYU program is the teacher exchange: BYU

students and their university instructors take over certain teachers' classes
for a day or, longer. Meanwhile, the teachers may teach BYU secondary
education classes, superVise student teAchers for'the university, or attend
professional conferences.

'(Baird, Hugh et al. "Helping PrOspective Secondary Teachers be
Outstanding in Their Field."' Action'in Teacher Education 1, 1 (Summer

1978):44-8. ERIC No. EJ 189 536.)

Michigan State University
Ease Lansing, Michigan

Michigan State University and the Lansing School District's
competency-based teacher education program represents an alternative to
traditional student teaching. The program rests upon two premises: (1) that

basic teaching skills are generic, not content-bound, and (2) that a
competency-based program needs a strong field component.

.During the first term of the program, students complete as many
objectives as possible, either in the on-campus laboratory or,in a cooperatling
school under the supervision of Aolinical instructor. Field wbrk during tpis
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term involves one7h4f day a week in cooperating schools, during which the
students tutor small;groups, and.teach lessons or heln teach lessons to the
full class. The prilary focus, however, is on the accomplishment of
objectives that help ple student learn skills to be assessed later.

During the second term, the student gradually assumes responsibility for
a full day of teaching. Students receive Teedback from peera as well as from
pairs of clinical instructors. At the end of the pro4ram, students must
demonstrate mastery of 14 identified teaching skills. '

North Texas. State University.-
Denton, Texas

;

,

Nortb Texas State pniverSity Offers numerou8 field experiences in each
phase of teacher educatpn. The exPeriences help students from the' freshman
year throUgh he graduate level determine their affinity for.teaching.

The Program stresses pre-student teaching field experiences and
encourages\discussion of these experiences in the university classroom.
Students take the first education course as:freshmen, the remainder as juniors
and seniors. All course's include-some form of fieldlexperience. The.most .

extensive field- work.occtIrs as part of "Laboratory Experiences in the
;Elementary School" (requirring at. least 60 hours in the field) and "The
American.SeCondary School" (requiring at least 30 hours in the field).

. Student teaching culOinates students' undergraduate. preparation:
Elementary student teachipg is part of a block of three courses Elementary
student teachers take alllthree CoUrses on campUs during the first part of the
semester from the same inatructori, then teach during the second part of the
semester under that instrUctor's supervioion. SeCondary student teaching is
ioffered for eight weeks cWring the first or second half of the semeater but
doesAlot acCompany'a bloO of courses.

Field experience in the master's and.doctoral programs consists of
practica or internships, as is comMon in suc,'I programs. In general, these
experiences involve 120 to1,240 hours, in whiclh graduate stUdents'pursue

advanced projects in'theirifields under the auspices of a university.
instructor.

(Williamson, John,Ai iA Field-Based Teacher Education Program: From
. Neophyte to Accomplistred Pi.ofessional. 1979. ERIC Document Reproduction
Service No. ED 170 2P40'

Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, Illinois

The elementary education program at Northern-illinois University is
organized as a blOck program: Students enroll in blocks of courses for
certain blocks of time. One professor assumes responsibility for students
enrolled in a,particular block during each of the three professional
Semesters. Special featUres of the program include: (1) all-day
participation in one of three participating schools (this lasts four weeks for
sophomores; six weeks foP juniors; 12 weeks for seniors); (2) field trips for
students at each level;.(3) student participation in policy and decisions
.regarding their classroom experiences; (4) student self-evaluation, individual
conferences, and cOnferences within the clinical.setting involving student,
cooperating teacher, arid university supervisor; (5) regularly scheduled



seminars in the participating schools, and (6) designation of one professor to
instruct, adliise, and supervise students in their blocks of courses.
- The first professional semeiter emphasizes self-knowledge. Students read
wiaely frombooks espousing a humanistic view of education, helping them
examine ways of relating to children. Clinical experiences at this level
stress relationships with children.

At the-junior level, stUdents concentrate on developing a "teacher self."
They devefop.skills in mediating learning while continuing to work toward
effective relationships with children and sharpening their awareness of the' .

teacher's role as diagnostician. Students participate full time'in wpublic
school for SiX.weeks, after which most are gradually inducted into teaching.

Seniors take intensive, two-week, university seminars on issues and
problems related to.the classroom, work in schools for 12 weeks., then spend a
week it Lorado Taft Field Campus dirting outdoor educational activities.

San Iliego State University
San Diego, California

San'Diego State'University has developed a competency-based program in
elementary education. The program seeks,to guide preservice teachers toward
mastery of sets,of teaching sk41s presented in sequence. Modules or learning
packages allow students to-move through the sequence at their own pace.

San Diego's system includes 28, modules in the fall semester; 15 in the
spring. Eachstudent is assigned to a classroom; and his or her performance
is evaluated by the cooperating teacher and the university supervisor for
mastery of the skills taught'in each module. Seminars each semester provide
continuity and opportunities for discussion with peers and instructore.

°Evaluation of full-time student teaching relates closely to the modules.
During the first semesterrs field experience, each student is evaluated on the
ability to apply previously developed skills to interactions with children.
During the second semester, students,and cooperating teachers identify
objectives-that the students will try to accomplish in the classroom. The
student negotiates a contract with'the cooperating teacher and university
supervisor that specifies desiqed consequences of working with children. The
final evaluation is based on the student's demonstrated effectiveness in
fUlfilling this contract.

1

Southern Unitersity.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

' Southern University operates a competency/performance-based student
teaching program. The College of Education identified 14 skills,Cited most
often in the professional literature, restated each skill in performance
terms, and developed a module for each skill. Each module, a self-contained
unit outlining activities'designed to build skills, gives students a sense of
purpose and directidn.

In this program, evaluation is based upon the extent to which the student
teacher achieves objectives. A rating scale is used, specifying 14 skills and
behaviorS tha't indicate mastery of those skills. Students areieated by
themselves, by theincooperating teachers, and by clinical pro essors on a
cOntinuum from 1 (poor) to5 (superior). A traditional grade'of A, B, C, D,
or F is assigned, as determined,by the rating average.
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(Sips, Earline M. Cometency/Performance-Based Student Teaching Program.
October 1977. ERIC Document Reproduction Serviee No. ED 153 951.)

Southern'Illinois University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale organizes its'field program
according to the teaching center model. Oroups of students are assigned to'
certain school districts for all of their field werk. A clAnical professor
based id:the school system holds responsibility for administrative functions
of the center and for the.observation and evaluation of students. All student
teachers meet weekly for seminars conducted by the clinical professor. In
addition, each clinical professor periodically offers graduate courses in
instructional supervision for the center's cooperating teachers.

The field sequence begins with.a one-semester, half-day-per-week,
observat±on-and-participation experience in public schools. An integral
segment of the "Basic Techniques and Procedures,in Instruction" courser this
experience exposes the student to appropriate professional behavior and a
variety of.teaching methods. In addition, it introduces the student to
teaching individuals and small groups. (Normally, the preservice student
returns to this classroom for student teaching.)
----- The-second semester of this sequence, similar in structure to,the first,
places the student at a different grade level. Emphasis falls on planning
short- and long-range lessons and on teaching these to small and large groups.

Student teaching at SIU-C occupies a full semester and includes a seminar
. that encourages students to reflect upon their experiences. The semester
stresses diagnosis, planning, implementation,-and evaluation of teaching with
eventual assumption of full responsibility in the classroom.

Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York

.
Syrabuse University's field program operates on the teaching center

concept. The School of Education holds consortia agreements with two suburban
school districts and one urban school district. Eao,h-center is governed by a
council of university and public school personnel; a coordinator performs
administrative duties and implements the preservice and insePvice programs.

During the first semester of the preservice program, the student spends
two days of every week in a public school and three on campus. Campus courses .
are linked.to.field experiences. During the second semester, the. tudent
spends three days of every week in school and two days on campus. tudents
enroll in content-methods courses and apply these methods in the classroom.
The student teaching scnester consists of full-time, public school teaching. ,

Normally, the student spends half the semester in a primary classroom and the
other.half in an intermediate class. Many students further broaden their
experienceaby teaching in each of the cooperating-centers.

. The collaborative nature of the Syraeuse program is reflected in the
Joint develOpment by public school and university personnel of the content and
generic skills to .be mastered.by the'student,. Imaddition, he university
develops inserVice courses to meet the needs of public school teachers and
administrators and offers them in,the teaching center. Cooperating teachers
often receive training in the teaching models taught o preservice students.
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Trenton State College .

Trenton, New Jersey

Trenton's preservice program stresses eight generic teaching skills
revealed by an analysis of the role of the teacher. The program includes

;

. early eposure tO professional education and correfates.field experiences with
educati,n courses. Each course involves some field work in which students
experience the.practical application oftheoretical constructs.

Students acquire and demonstrate proficiency in the required Skills
through modular, individually paced instruction. The modules eventually lead
to teaching in a public.school classroom. 'The student first teaches a lesSon
béfore.a videotape camera. Next, the etudent teaches the lesson in the public
school and receives'a critique by the cooperating teacher. Oral and written
tests further probe the student's skill. On die basis of the lesson and test
results, the student either repeats the 'module or goes on to the next.

Students who.cannot demonstrate proficiency at he end of the prograi are not
recommended for certification.

Freshmen elementar/ majors enroll in an introductory education course
with visits to local schools. Sophomores enroll in a 17-semester-hour field
study in an urban 'school during which they work with education professors and
classroom teachers as a team. The students spend four mornings a weekin the,
school and three afternoons-on campus. Activities include observingteacher
and pupil performance, leading group discussions, and exploring relatiOnships

,between the community and achool. .
,

The junior field experience is a 16-semester-hour block in an elementary
school. Professors and students report'to-the school.where an instruátion
takes place; no courses are.scheduled On campus.. The emphasis is on planning,
implementing, and evaluating instruction..*The students' classroom performance
is vdideoeapea at least 20 times during the semester. .

Nhe senior field'experience, a 12-semester-hour blOcki.emphasizes
diagnosis and remediation of.reading difficulties and the integration of
learned techniques into complex teaching strategies.

Union University
..-Jackson, Tennessee

. The Early Bird Internship Program'in Teacher Education at Union
University offers sOphomores an introduction to public schools prior to the
seniorstudent.teaching requirement. In partiaifulfillment of the
requirements for a beginning education course that\all prospective.teachers
take near the end of.the sophomore.year, the student,epends a 20-hopr
internShip in a local elementary or secondary school. ,During the internship,

.students experience the many complex,operations of elementary and secondary
schools by working in the principal's and counselors',offices, assisting
classroom teachers, working With student government and parent7teadher groups,
and participating in other school activities. Interns'keep an hourly log of
their activities and experiences. At the conOlusion of this prOgram, the
principal of the school to which the student As assigned and the university .

instructor jointly evaluate theatudentos.internship
(The,Union UniVersity "Early Bird" Internship Program in Teacher

Education. JackSon, Tenn:: Union University, 1975. ERIC Document
Reproduction Service No. ED 117 095.)
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University of North Alabama
Florence, Alabama

The secondary education faculty of the University of North Alabama and
five pubiic school system6 in the MuScle Shoals area have developed a
consortium for the purpose of developing, implementing, and evaluating
students' campus learning experiences and.clinical work in local schools.

As sophomores, secondiry education students begin clinical observation in
conjunction with professional education courses. 'During the junior year,
students,pbserve, tutor, and teach small groups, again in conjunctioh with
campus col.Irses. Senior secondary majors enroll in eight weeks of courses
under the tutelage of faculty members. who also coordinatethe final nine weeks
of student teaching.

-The key to the University of.North Alabama's program is the cooperation
of .university and school personnel. All aspeCts'of the program, including
placement and orientation procedures, supervision techniqUes, and evaluation
criteria and methods are developed jointly.

University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon

Oregon's Resident Teacher MastWs Degree Program combines graduate study
'with a year of full-time teaching inlaspublic school incan induction program

for first-year teachers. All resident teachers under contract with
participating school districts enroll as graduate students for four terms.
Required courses are taught in the schools.

During the year, resident teachers fulfill practicum assignments related
to course work and participate in weekly setinars. Each seminar includes
approximately 15 resident teachers from each distriCt or neighboring

.districts. Often, the teachers in each seminar form a support group.
A supervisor in each school assists resident teachers with orientation

and confers in planning sessions throughout the yeAr. Sometimes, the
supervisor demonstrates lessons, team teaches, or teaches the class for the
resident to observe. In addition, the supervisor, often working with the
clinical professor and/or principal, confers with the resident regarding
teaching performance. This program assures resident teachers that their
performance will be monitored closely and effectively.

University.of Ottawa
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

The University of Ottawa offers an alternative approach to the preservice
training of teachers: a humanistic program based on the work of Dr. Arthur
Combs. The following structures, deemed central to.the innovative quality of,
the program, encourage relationships between university faculty and students.

The counseling group. For approximately six hours per'week, eight to 15
students and a professor explore the significance of ideas and experiences,
receive counseling and support, and plan future learning activities.
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The team meeting. Faculty members and one representative from each
. counseling group meet to plan weekly teaching activities.

The community session. Students and faculty meet yeekly to share
conderns, problems, insights, etc., resulting from their experiences in the
public schools.

At the beginning of the program, faculty members present orientation
sessions in which students are introduced to the major areas of study. Over
the next four months, students spend three, 10rday periods in field study in
local schools, exploring ways of helping others learn. Gradually, at a rate
commensurate with his,or her rate of growth, the student assumes
responsibility for teaching an entire class. During the wihter semester,
students take eight weeks of practical field experience evaluated formally by
associate teachers.

Wichita State University
Wichita, Kansas

The College of Education at Wichita State University,' in cooperation with
the Wichita Public Schools, offers a Orogram of introductory education courses
'that is completely field based. Teams'of instructors include both public

' school and university personnel. Funded entirely by Wichita State University,
the program embraces both elementary and secondary education. Students enroll
in three beginning courses in profsssional education (offered in the schools)
that are linked to field activities. ,Serving as a teacher aide, helping with
school activities, observing unique educational programs or interviewing
specialists, participating in community activities, and actually teadhing in
some classrooms help students draw connections between theory and practice.

(A Field-eased Approach to Introductory Education Courses. Wichita,
Kansas: Wichita State University, College of Education, NoVember 1973. ERIC
Document.Reproduction Service go. ED 085 379.)

Wisconsin Improvement Program.
Madison, Wisconsin

The Wisconsin Improvement Program involves the cooperation of colleges,
universities, school systems, and the, state Department of Public Instruction.
The universities provide academic and professional preparation; the schools
provide a dynamic setting for field learning. Personnel from the universities
and the schools share responsibility for supervising the interns. The state
Department of Public Instruction is the agency which licenses interns. By

stressing cooperation, the program encourages school administrators, teachers,
and boards of,education to recognize their vital roles in providing the best
practical experiences for teachers-in-training.

Wisconsin's internship is a salaried, licensed, full-semester teaching
assignment in a school system. In this arrangement, one or more promising
candidates teach as part of a-team,under the daily supervision of one or more
experienced teachers. Interns.participate as members of a professional team,
helping with planning and programming for classroom-instruction, as well as
other responsibilities.
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(The Wisconsin Improvement Program and the Teacher Internship. Madison,
Wis.: Wisconsin State Department of Public Instruction, September 1973. ERIC
Document Reproduction Service No. ED 086 689.)


